904 transmission diagram

When we took delivery of project Stealth Bomber, the '89 Diplomat police car, we set a goal that
would require a fairly stout drivetrain. The first item on the agenda is the transmission. Even
though the mileage was remarkably low, the 58, miles showing on the odometer were hard
miles. The shift quality wasn't great, resulting in early and soft shifts. This, as well as lots of
overlap, and a propensity for freewheeling in reverse until the car was good and ready to move,
told us it was definitely time for a rebuild. Normally, we would lean towards the more bulletproof
, especially in a drag application where repeated hard launches take their toll, but in this
situation the A derivative of the venerable was deemed more than adequate. Remember, our
stated goal is a mph capability, so we will maintain the ultra-high 2. The '89 A our police car was
equipped with is a wide-ratio transmission featuring a 2. We were fortunate that our 'Flite didn't
require any "hard parts," as everything internal was serviceable. Close Ad. Marko Radielovic
writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Of all the components that make up a Mopar
performance vehicle, the automatic transmission is likely the least understood both by the
general public, enthusiasts, and even some mechanics. It's little wonder though, as so many
books and magazine articles are devoted to engine modifications and ways to enhance your
car's power and performance, yet very few are dedicated to the inner workings of
transmissions. Let's face it, money spent on components like aftermarket camshafts, cylinder
heads, and carburetion will certainly enhance a vehicle's performance to a greater extent than
the same money spent on transmission upgrades. But at some point that powerful big-block,
small block, or Hemi in your Mopar will overpower a stock TorqueFlite transmission, requiring
the transmission to be upgraded to handle additional power and torque. While the and
automatic transmissions may seem like black magic to some, the reality is that they operate on
basic hydraulic and mechanical principles and can be modified to handle extreme levels of
horsepower if the right components are chosen. So when it came time to decide which
transmission to build for our Dodge Challenger bracket car, we carefully evaluated
considerations such as the car's weight, tire size and gear ratio, as well as engine power and
torque before choosing a transmission. And while some may argue that a would be the logical
choice for this application, we picked a for its lighter total weight and lower internal friction. The
aluminum was first introduced by the Chrysler Corporation in , and is a design that evolved
from the Chrysler PowerFlite, which was a two speed automatic, and then the cast-iron
three-speed TorqueFlite which was durable but heavy. Originally featuring a rear hydraulic
pump, pre TorqueFlites could actually be push-started since the pump was driven from the
output shaft rather than by the torque converter as in modern versions. Both the and versions
of the TorqueFlite are similar in design, although none of the components are interchangeable
between the two with the exception of the valve body, though calibration is different. Installing a
or small-block behind a late-model Hemi engine is actually a very simple process requiring only
a couple of specialty pieces. With the exception of a single bolt, the bell-housing pattern is the
same, but the rear crankshaft flange of the late-model Hemi protrudes further aft than that of a
small-block, requiring either a spacer or special flex-plate. The late-model Hemi crankshaft also
utilizes eight bolts to hold the flywheel or flex-plate, but the spacing and bolt-circle is different
than early Hemis. Fortunately, Mopar Performance has the proper flex-plate for this application,
which has both the proper attaching bolt holes and offset, eliminating the need for a
transmission spacer. With our pieces coming together, the next step was to build our
transmission. Assembling a properly requires not only knowledge and experience, but some
special tools as well. To handle the task we enlisted local Mopar shop and transmission
specialist Tod Struck of Inline Performance Specialists. Tod has put together plenty of s for us
over the years, and his attention to detail ensures the transmission will operate to the limits of
the parts inside it. For those parts, we made a call to TCI. We're not about to let you know how
much power the inch late-model Hemi we built for this car made, at least not yet, so you'll have
to look for the details on the engine in a future issue of Mopar Muscle. What we will tell you,
however, is that the engine we built with the help of Indy Cylinder Head made enough power
that it should propel our Dodge Challenger to sub-ten second elapsed times in the quarter mile.
Elapsed times under seconds will make this car too quick to run in the Pro, or foot-brake
bracket classes, so in order to be prepared to run in Super-Pro, a trans-brake is necessary. The
trans-brake uses an electric solenoid to actuate the reverse band while the shifter is in first
gear, and once the button controlling the reverse solenoid is released the car almost instantly
leaves the line. In the Super-Pro electronics class, the trans-brake is used in conjunction with a
delay box, and we'll explain that in a later article. With this in mind, and knowing a good valve
body is the key to quick reaction times and sharp shifts, we ordered a Pro-brake trans-brake
valve body from TCI. This valve body requires some internal modifications to the transmission
to work properly, but Tod at Inline Performance Specialists handled the mods with no problems.
For the clutches, bands, and other associated parts needed to complete our transmission we

ordered a Master Racing overhaul kit from TCI as well. This kit includes all the normal
high-quality pieces needed to rebuild our , including the clutches, steels, bands, seals, gaskets,
and even bushings. Since we're taxing this with a somewhat heavy car and high-powered
engine, we also chose a TCI deep aluminum transmission pan to help dissipate the heat
generated, especially in the later rounds of racing. For shifting, a TCI Outlaw shifter with a
three-speed reverse pattern will be installed in the Challenger. Using the above transmission
components, along with factory four-pinion planetary gear-sets, shafts, and drums, Inline
Performance Specialists got busy performing the necessary modifications and assembling our
transmission. When it comes to a racing transmission, we would consider this to contain the
minimum modifications necessary to handle a moderately powered, somewhat heavy drag car.
Of course there are plenty of parts such as billet shafts, aftermarket planetary gear-sets, and
even rollerized components that we could have used to make this transmission even more
bullet-proof, but using such components drives the cost up exponentially and shouldn't be
required for our application. One of the things we enjoy doing here at Mopar Muscle is testing
parts, and these parts will certainly be tested when we take this car to the track. We'll let you
know how this holds up to late-model Hemi power in future issues of Mopar Muscle. Close Ad.
Dave Young writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Mar 14, 1. Messages: Likes Received:
Often I or anyone for that matter asks to find out what type of transmission they have in their
old mopar. There are hundreds, if not a thousand, of threads on this website identifying,
discussing or assisting with this process, troubleshooting or repair. Because of this large
number of threads and the fact that using the search option is unbeknownst to some members,
I have put this together. Do I have a or a ? The picture of the transmission is first, the second is
a transmission â€” Gasket pictures to see what you may have from a bottom view 2. Here are
pictures of 4x4 transmission on the left and on the right 3. What do I have to do to put a OD
transmission in my older vehicle? Here is a start. There are many sites that cover this swap, but
this one is pretty good to get you going. Why is a called a and a called a ? The was originally
called the Torqueflite 6 and the was the Torqueflite 8. These designations were changed in '64
when the was adapted for use in the new V8 and was no longer a 6 cylinder only unit. What is
the difference between a truck and a car tailhousing? What is the difference, externally, between
a 65 and below and a 66 and up? Also, 65 and below were a pushbutton design: 9. What are the
differences between the shift levers, are there any? This will give you an idea to the different
styles of throttle pressure aka kickdown levers: Good reference on what each port does in the
transmission case: And here is a kicker to boot.. Last edited: Mar 14, Like x 61 Thanks! Mar 14,
2. Agree x 2 Like x 1. Mar 14, 3. Messages: 2, Likes Received: I agree!!! Thanks you very much
for the info and pics. Someone please send some Hooters girls over to thank this guy for us!
Like x 1 Agree x 1. Mar 15, 4. Messages: 6, Likes Received: May 27, 5. Messages: 53 Likes
Received: 3. I bought that book a while ago A whole lot of great info in there for sure. I
definately recommend it! My is in need of a rebuild soon and I'm thinking about doing it myself
for the expirience. I've never taken apart a trans by myself before so I'm a little hesitant. I'm just
to young and naive to realize that it may be something I'm to inexperienced to tackle. With out a
friend to help it may just be a bad idea I've seen automatic trans being torn into and I must say
it's a little intimidating. A lot of stuff goes on in those things! Like x 1. May 28, 6. Messages: 1,
Likes Received: Great information, thanks. Agree x 1. Jun 27, 7. Messages: 2 Likes Received: 1.
Transmission problem I am having a transmission issue that i hope someone can help me with.
I am installing a engine that actually came out of a 78 dodge truck in my Barracuda, which
originally came with a I am hooking it up to the original transmission. However after research I
realize i have to purchase a new torque converter due to balance issues. The problem lies in
that the converter comes with 2 possible option of weights: butterfly and bars. A reputable
transmission man said this would make a difference and cause vibration. He was not sure
because he could not remember what a car in with a came with. He said i would need to speak
to someone with knowledge of how the cars with engines came. Since it was from a truck with a
standard 4 speed I am not sure. Jul 2, 8. Jul 4, 9. Jan 18, Messages: 15, Likes Received: Thank
you "racedodge" Great help. Like x 1 Thanks! May 4, Messages: 74 Likes Received: 6. This is
great information man! I love FBBO!!!! Rock On!!!! Jul 21, Messages: 75 Likes Received: Thanks
for the info, it was very helpful! Racedodge, thanks for a terrific post. What's the current state of
knowledge on adding part-throttle downshift to pre-'66 s? Pat Blais was working on this last
time I talked to him about five or six years ago. His idea was to use a '67 upper valve body with
part-throttle downshift housing added, and the ''64 or '65 lower valve body. Does this work
properly without causing short-shifting? Messages: 9, Likes Received: This is an excellent
thread! I have that manual you said in your first post, I was glad to see its a manual worth
having if needed Its
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not hear right now and hoping it has some information on having the kick down cable correct..
Thanks again for this valuable info.. Jul 22, I need to get me this book. Thanks for this useful
post. Thanks everybody. Aug 28, Roadbird, Anytime you have a job you need that manual for,
let me know ill be more then happy to send it to you, keep it as long as needed.. Just seen this
looking for some quick info or id have mentioned it earlier, gos for anyone here, Im looking in it
now for some detailed information on adjusting the kick down cable.. I hope. Sep 3, Like x 2
Thanks! Sep 9, You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Log in Your
name or email address: Password: Forgot your password? Click Here. Welcome to our site!
Please take a moment and Register today! This site uses cookies to help personalise content,
tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site,
you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn More

